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Abstract— In this paper, a systematic method for automatically generating hierarchical multi-dimensional table lookup models for compact device and behavioral models with any number of terminals is presented. The method is based on an Abstract Syntax Tree representation of analytic equations. Expensive part of the computations represented by abstract syntax trees are identified and replaced by two-dimensional table lookup models. An error-control based optimization algorithm is developed to generate table lookup models with the minimal amount of table data for a given accuracy requirement. The proposed method has been implemented in the model compiler MCAST and the circuit simulator SPICE3. Experimental results show that, compared to non-optimized compilation based simulation, the simulation using the proposed table lookup optimization method is about 40 times faster and achieves sufficiently accurate results with error less than 1-2%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Manually implementing a compact device model into a circuit simulator is becoming increasingly difficult. It takes on average one to two years for a new device model to become available to circuit designers in a commercial circuit simulator after it is first developed by model developers [1]. This sets a big barrier between model developers and circuit designers; on one hand, a lot of new models are created each year but only a small portion of them are implemented, while on the other hand, the need of using new models is increasing.

In modern deep sub-micron designs, many new effects such as leakage currents need to be considered, which may not be captured in a previous developed device model. Therefore, circuit designers would like to have more freedom to modify device models to meet their specific requirements. Unfortunately, currently there is no convenient way for circuit designers to add the specific effects into their circuit simulator. They have to wait for simulator vendors to take action.

Several compact device model compilers are emerging as a solution for this problem [2][3][4][5][6]. With a model compiler, designers can describe models in high level behavioral languages such as VHDL-AMS or Verilog-A(MS), and then compile automatically to a target simulator. The process for model development and qualification is therefore greatly shortened.

However, a major bottleneck for the mainstream use of model compiler technologies is that the efficiency of automatically generated model is not as good as of manually written device model. It has been shown in [7] that it can be typically 10 to 1000 times slower even for MOS Level 1 model and simple circuits due to the high evaluation cost of automatically generated model. The speed further deteriorates as the complexity of a model and the size of a circuit increase.

To improve the simulation efficiency of automatically generated models, optimization technologies in the process of model compilation become crucial. Some techniques have been reported in [2], which are compiler based and do not trade off between the accuracy and the speed. Results in [2] show that the efficiency can be close to that of manually written codes.

In this paper, we present a systematic method to automatically generate hierarchical multi-dimensional table lookup models for devices with any number of terminals and any set of equations. Table lookup is an attractive way to speed up the simulation by trading off memory and a little bit of accuracy. It has been applied to the simulation of MOSFET transistors [8][9][10][11][12] before. However, all the previous efforts were ad hoc, and designed specifically for a particular device with particular set of equations (MOSFETs in most cases). No works report using table lookup for general device models with any set of equations and any number of terminals (for example, BSIMSOI has six terminals), as required in model-compiler based circuit and behavioral simulation.

This paper details a systematic table lookup method and its implementation in the MCAST model compiler to generate accurate hierarchical multi-dimensional table lookup models for analytical compact devices. In particular, we describe in Sections II and III the use of Abstract Syntax Tree to build table lookup hierarchy and a table lookup algorithm. An error-control based method for table sizing is presented in Section IV. Section V describes test results with our implementation on MOSFET Level 3 model and a set of benchmark circuits.

II. ABSTRACT SYNTAX TREE REPRESENTATION

A compact device model compiler can read compact device models described using high-level behavioral languages such
as VHDL-AMS or Verilog-AMS, and automatically generate device simulator codes that can be linked with a circuit simulator such as SPICE.

A compact device model is described as a set of time-dependent ordinary differential equations. These equations must be formulated before they can be solved. Using automatic modeling techniques described in [2][14][20][22], these equations can be transformed into a set of nonlinear functions (2.1) to calculate their corresponding entries in the Jacobian matrix and the right hand side (RHS) vectors. These functions will be evaluated during simulation.

\[
y_j = f_j(x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_m, c_1, c_2, \cdots, c_n)
\]  

(2.1)

where \( x_i \) are independent variables, such as voltages of device terminals. Since if-else-endif block is frequently used when describing complex device models such as BSIM3 and BSIMSOI, \( c_i \) are used to formulate condition descriptions.

The functions \( f_j \) are currently composed of the following operators \{+, -, *, /, ^, log, exp\}. The operators in \( c_i \) include \{>, >=, ==, <, <=\}. Each function \( f_j \) is mapped to an Abstract-Syntax-Tree (AST) that forms the foundation of MCAST and the optimization algorithms.

Figure 1 shows one of the AST of a MOSFET level 1 model. Full description of this model can be found in [2]. The root of the tree is variable Ids, where leaf nodes can be constants or terminal voltages. Different from traditional AST used in computer science, we introduce a new type of Switch (SW) node to represent the widely used if-else-endif structure in VHDL-AMS. One SW node represents one condition in (2.1).

### III. Hierarchical Two Dimensional Table Lookup Algorithm

High computational complexity is a major challenge for device model evaluation. The basic idea of our table lookup method is to replace computation-intensive blocks by two-dimension tables to save the evaluation time. Below, we first describe a table build up algorithm.

#### A. Building the hierarchy of tables

Our table lookup method starts with the calculation of the evaluation costs of all of the basic operators \{+, -, *, /, ^, log, exp, Boolean operators\}, etc. The evaluation cost of an operator is an empirical value and is defined as the relative ratio of the running time of the operator to the running time of the “+” operation. This is achieved by taking the average value of \(10^6\) tests. The evaluation cost of “+” is assigned to 1. Since the evaluation costs may be different on different machine, they are measured in real time when the compiler runs.

The building process of the hierarchical table lookup model is a reduction process in which a sub-tree representing a computation-intensive block of the AST is reduced to a two-dimension table. Table 1 shows the reduction algorithm, which is a depth-first, recursive algorithm. It starts from the root of the AST to be optimized, but the real reduction process is bottom-up from the leaf nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm: Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> AST Tree Node T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This algorithm begins with the root of AST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Reduced AST with tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Reduction for T’s left child if exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Reduction for T’s right child if exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Set related variables for T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Combine, if success, return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. For T’s left and right children, if they have been reduced to a table, reset their related variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Reset T’s related variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Set T’s calculation cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. If T is leaf node, return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. If T’s number of related variables &gt; 2, set T as a bottleneck node, return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. If T’s calculation cost &gt; evaluation cost threshold &amp;&amp; T’s number of related variables == 2, reduce T to a table.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The details of some steps are explained below:

- A node T’s related variables are those node voltages that affect T’s evaluation. In step 3, T’s related variables are the sum of its children’s related variables.
- In order to contain as many operations as possible in the reduced two-dimension table, step 4 has a combination process that helps to build the table upward as high as possible in AST, and thus we can reduce the number of tables. The combination process will try to combine T and its children’s tables together if the tables exist and they share the same set of related variables.
- In steps 5 and 6, for T’s each child C, if C has been reduced to a table, C’s related variables will be reset to contain only one related variable that is C’s name. Therefore, we can reduce the number of related variables and can build multi-level tables further based on the new related variable. Accordingly T’s related variables are reset based on the children’s new related variables.
- In step 7, T’s calculation cost is calculated as the sum of T’s children’s calculation. The calculation cost of leaf nodes, such as the primary device node voltage node, parameter node and constant node, etc., are set to a very small number in practice.
- In step 9, a bottleneck node B is recognized if it has more than two related variables. A bottleneck node can not be reduced to a 2-D table. But B’s related variables still have to be reduced to the name of B, and B could become the base related variable of up-level tables.
- Step 10 shows the real condition for T to be reduced to a 2-D table. The evaluation cost threshold is assigned to the evaluation cost from a 2-D table.

Figure 2 illustrates the reduction progress on a MOSFET level 1 AST (simplified for clarity). After the reduction, three tables, A, B and C, are created hierarchically. Table C’s relative variables are Vds and B, which itself is also a table.

B. Code generation of the table lookup model

MCAST model compiler generates C/C++ codes for the device model based on the reduced AST. When reaching a table, instead of outputting a block of evaluation codes, a routine of bilinear interpolation [13] for two dimensional table lookup is generated. The computation-intensive block of evaluation codes will also be output but in a separated routine which will be used later on to fill in the table. Bilinear interpolation is adopted since it is computation lightly and it is accurate enough in our process. To locate the four points surrounding the interpolation point, bi-section search is used. One should note that the table spaces are not uniformly separated because dimension variables may change on logarithmic scale and table looked-up variable from the lower level may become clustered or sparse in the dimension for the higher level tables.

C. Evaluation of the table lookup model

The setup routine in a target simulator is modified to fill in the tables for each instance of the device. Compared to the iterative load operation, the running time of the one time setup operation is relatively small [14]. If a circuit to be simulated does not have many new device instances, MCAST has an option to allow the tables to be filled by MCAST and the setup routine in the target simulator only needs to read in the tables, which saves the time for filling the tables.

During the simulation, the computation-intensive blocks are replaced by the computation lightly interpolation processes, therefore, the simulation time is saved.

Huge speedup can be obtained using our proposed hierarchical multi-dimensional table lookup method. But table lookup does introduce errors in the calculation. Simulation result may be wrong if error is not controlled. Beside that, the non-convergence problem may get worse if the circuit is sensitive to the inaccurate calculation of the equivalent conductance (derivative). The additional errors coming from the table lookup may cause the circuit failed to converge. In the following section, we introduce an error-oriented method to control the sizes of the lookup tables.
IV. ERROR CONTROLLED TABLE SIZING

As mentioned in the previous section, the table lookup model should have several tables. These tables should be appropriately sized due to the saving requirements of memory capacity and computation time. The aim is to find a set of minimized table sizes such that in the worst case the errors of the interpolated values are less than a given relative error. An error analysis method [15] is used to set the table sizes.

Beginning with a given maximal allowed relative error (Emax), a nonlinear multivariable function is represented by an AST and a given set of intervals for input variables. The AST representing the nonlinear function is decomposed into switch nodes and calculation nodes, each of which is either a double operand operator or a single operand operator, with the restriction for the choice of operators as {+, -, *, /, ^, log, exp}.

For the error analysis, the AST needs to be modified following the rules in Table 2 with an exception that if either A or B is a constant instead of a variable, the modification is unnecessary. The purpose of the modification is making the formal error analysis (will be discussed later) possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: AST Modification Rule for Error Analysis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A * B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp(logA + logB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A / B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp(logA – logB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ^ B (B is a constant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp(B * logA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ^ B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp(exp(logB + log(logA)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the logarithm function is undefined for arguments that are smaller than or equal to zero. A transformation of a product of two variables is needed for variables that may have negative values (Fig. 3). Similar transformation are required for / as well as ^.

- First, the intervals of the function and all of the intermediate variables are calculated bottom up rippling from the leaves of the AST. Since the modified AST contains just plus, minus nodes or one incoming node, the intervals are calculated as follows: When a node has one incoming node, its interval is the operation result upon the child’s interval. The interval of a plus node is a sum of the intervals of its two children. The interval of a minus node e.g. x1-x2 is (x1min-x2max, x1max-x2min).
- Second, the relative error for each node is calculated top-down staring with the maximal allowed error of the root of the tree and rippling down to the leaf nodes. The error of any node is given by the following equations [15]:

\[ e_x = \ln(1 + e_y) \]

\[ e_x = \frac{\ln(1 + e_y)}{\max(|x_{\min}|, |x_{\max}|)} \quad (\text{Exp}) \]

\[ e_x = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{x_{\min}^y - 1}{x_m} & x_m > 1 \\
\frac{x_{\max}^y - 1}{x_m} & x_m < 1 
\end{array} \right. \quad (\text{Log}) \]

For a plus or minus node y to its children x1 and x2:

\[ e_{x1} = \left(1 + \text{sign}(y)\cdot\frac{\min(|x_{\min}|, |x_{\max}|)}{\max(|x_{\min}|, |x_{\max}|)}\right) e_y \]

\[ e_{x2} = \left(1 + \text{sign}(y)\cdot\frac{\min(|x_{\min}|, |x_{\max}|)}{\max(|x_{\min}|, |x_{\max}|)}\right) e_y \]

In this way, all of the nodes will get their largest possible relative errors, which will ensure that in the worst case the overall error will be restricted in the given maximal relative error.

After obtaining the interval and relative error of the variable in the table lookup sub-tree, its table size is simply set to be the interval divided by the relative error.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As an example, MOSFET level 3 model [16] has been implemented by MCAST, linked and built in the open source circuit simulator, Berkeley’s SPICE3f5, to compare with human optimized codes (existing built-in device model codes in SPICE3f5). Some notions are used in the comparisons: “Built-in” model is the one manually implemented in SPICE3f5, “Non-optimized” model is the one automatically generated by MCAST but without any optimizations, “Table lookup” model is the one automatically generated by MCAST.
with optimizations, including table lookup. The accuracy and efficiency of the generated table lookup model are demonstrated by the simulation results.

A. Accuracy

The automatic generated table lookup model of the level 3 model from MCAST is very accurate. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the I-V curves. The automatic generated model without table lookup yields exactly the same results from the manually implemented built-in model of level 3 in SPICE3f5. The simulation results also show that the table lookup model is accurate: the errors are constrained below 2% of the built-in model.

Figure 5 shows the transient simulation results of one of our benchmark circuits – power amplifier. The result with table loop up matches well that with analytic evaluation.

B. Performance

Figure 6 shows a comparison among different model implementations, including table lookup model, Built-in model and Non-optimized model, of different devices, such as diode, MOSFET level 1 and level 3. The experiment is circuit-independent and only the model evaluation times are compared and normalized. In pure comparison of the evaluation costs of the different models, the table lookup model is at least three times faster than the built-in model and 20-40 times faster than the non-optimized model.

We also compared the performances in transient analysis. Eight analog and digital benchmark circuits, including Power Amplifier and 8-bit Adder, etc., are used to demonstrate the speed-up results of the table lookup model of the MOSFET model of level 3 versus the built-in model (Fig. 7). We use the device loading time per iteration here for comparison to ignore the convergence effect. The performance of the built-in model is normalized to one. For most of the benchmark circuit, the speed-up is more than two times.

C. Table Sizing

To find out the relationship between the accuracy and the memory requirement, a simple CMOS inverter was tested. We swept the capacity of all tables per instance of the device (MOSFET level 3 NMOS transistor) from 500 points to 20,000 points and collected the overall errors of one of the major variables, e.g., Ids of the pull-down transistor.

Figure 8 indicates that when the table size is small, accuracy is almost proportional to the capacity of the tables (errors are small). Accuracy can be easily improved by extending the table sizes. This corresponds to region 1.
But when the capacity of all tables exceeds a limit point, e.g. 4,000 points in this test case, the gain of accuracy is very limited and accuracy will not be improved by increasing the size of the tables. This corresponds to region 2.

The break point will change depending on the type of function that is being tabled. It is higher for function with complex behavior than for simple function. Fortunately, by setting the overall error allowed to be 2% for the major evaluation variables, the proposed table sizing method usually can find the appropriate sizes for all tables.

![Fig. 8 Error Vs Memory.](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a systematic and automatic method for generating hierarchical multi-dimensional table lookup models for model-compiler-based precise circuit simulation. Any compact device and behavioral model described using high-level languages VHDL-AMS and Verilog-A(MS) can be used. The proposed method is based on an Abstract Syntax Tree representation of behavioral model equations for any devices with arbitrarily number of terminals. A method capable of generating lookup tables subject to a given accuracy requirement but with the minimal amount of memory for storing the data table has been developed.

The proposed method has been implemented in our compact model compiler MCAST and targeted the SPICE3 simulator. Experiment results on a set of standard test circuits have demonstrated that the generated table lookup models are accurate with the error in the range of 1-2%, but at least three times faster than human optimized built-in models, and 30-40 times faster than automatic generated models without optimizations. Furthermore, the proposed error-controlled automatic table sizing method yields nearly minimal table sizes.
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